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INTRODUCTION*
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recent developments in New York law. In Nykorchuk v. Henriques, the Court of Appeals declined to apply the continuous
treatment doctrine to toll the statute of limitations against a doctor who diagnosed a lump in his patient's breast during an office
visit related to the treatment of a separate condition, promised to
"keep on eye on it," but then failed to establish a course of treatment as to the lump.
In Hope v. Perales, the Supreme Court, New York County declared New York's Prenatal Care Assistance Program, which does
not provide funds for abortions, including those that are medically
necessary, unconstitutional under the New York Constitution as
violative of the due process clause, the clause pledging aid to the
needy, the clause pledging protection of the health of New York
residents, and the equal protection clause. The court held that the
constitutional defects could be remedied by expanding the program's coverage to medically necessary abortions, but stayed enforcement of its order pending appeal.
In Careccia v. Enstrom, the Appellate Division, Third Department held that surveillance tapes depicting the activities of a personal injury plaintiff are protected from discovery under CPLR
3101(d)(2) unless the plaintiff establishes that he or she has a
"substantial need" for them and cannot obtain their "substantial
equivalent" without "undue hardship." The Third Department's
decision is contrary to authority in the First Department, which
permitted discovery of surveillance tapes by, inter alia, analogizing
such tapes to a party's own statement under CPLR 3101(e), and-in
the Fourth Department, which relied on CPLR 3101(d)(2) but applied a presumption of discoverability to surveillance tapes.
In In re Holtzman, the Court of Appeals upheld the reprimand against former District Attorney Elizabeth Holtzman under
Disciplinary Rule 1-102(A)(7) for publicly disclosing false and unsubstantiated allegations against a judge. Although the court rejected Holtzman's arguments that her conduct did not violate a
specific disciplinary rule and that Disciplinary Rule 1-102(A)(7) is
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impermissibly vague, it never reached her argument that the disciplinary proceedings violated her First Amendment rights.
Finally, in People v. McNamara, the Court of Appeals held
that the interior of a parked automobile is not a "public place"
within the meaning of Penal Law section 245.00, New York's public lewdness statute. Relying on the Legislature's intent to protect
public sensibilities, the court concluded that section 245.00
criminalizes sexual activity in parked vehicles only when objective
circumstances establish that such activity could and likely would
be seen by the casual passerby.
The members of Volume 66 hope that The Survey's analysis
of these recent decisions will be of interest and assistance to the
New York bench and bar.

